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"Today we have assembled here to do Shri
Buddha Pula. I don't know how many of you
have read of Buddha's life and how ulti-
mately He achieved His enlightenment. I
don't know how many of you have really
seen the Buddhists or have mef them-those
who called themselves Buddhist. As in every
religion all of them got lost into some sort of
fundamentalism because none of them got
realization, and that's why everybody
established their own style of religion.... We
have to see how He first felt that one has to
seek something beyondlrte." He was a king's
son, and He had a very nice wife and a son.
Anybody in that position would be quite
satisfied, but one day He saw a
man, a beggar, and a dead
everybody crFrng for the dead person. "He
couldn't understand how this misery has
come and what is the need to have this
misery so he gave up His family, He gave up
His luxuries of life, everything He gave up
and went in search of the truttU as many of
you have done."

He read all the Upanishads and all the books
that were possible for Him to know the truth,
but He couldn't get anything. He took a
complete ffinyasa giving up food, enter-
tainrnent-everything. "Ultimately He was
lying under a banyan tree and suddenly the
Adi Shakti gave Him realization because He
was so true and was one of the ones marked
for a special place in the Virata."

In rnany lechres, Shri Mataji has already
talked about how He achieved His own
enlightenment about Himself. What we have
to see from His life is that He discovered and
found out that want and desire are the
reasons for all miseries, but He didn't lcrow
the real, pure want, the pure desire. 'That's
how He could not explain to people that they
have to take to their awakening through their
Kundalini. As He had followed such an

ascetic life, that became the code for the
Buddhists."

The early Buddhists used to go barefoot,
without any provision for food or anange-
ments for staying. They were supposed to
shave off their heads, wear only one long
dress, to cover themselves-whether it was
cold or warrn season. They were not allowed
to sing, dance or entertain themselves, and
food was just collected from whatever villages
they visited. Whatever they got (very
minimum) was cooked for them and they
would offer their Guru first and then eai.
"lmagine thousands of people going like
that-bare feet in the scorching heat or in the
mud or in rain. In all seasons they used to
walk, giving up all their family relationships.
Even if the husband and wife both joined the
Sangha then they were not supposed to live
like husband and wife." So to give up all
other physical, mental, and emotional wants
was they way they tried to follow because He
said the want creates it.

They thought by doing all these things they
would achieve their realization. Two of His
disciples did achieve self-realization
-Mogulana and Sariputra. But the life was
absolutely dry and insipid-there was no fun
in it. No children were allowed so it became
a very secluded, harsh life. 'Though it was
called as a sanghn (means the collectivity), but
in that collectivity there was no rapport"
because they were not supposed to talk too
much or discuss anything-about politics, for
example. "Ooly thing tliey could-talk about
meditation of achieving the highest life."

"It was a genuine effort of Buddha to take
them to enlightenment, to make them people
who were knowledgeable about absolute
realities. But it did not hrpp"t, and that is the
reason why we find that Buddhists have gone
into different types of funny Buddhism." In

very sick
man with
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Japan, for example, they found out loopholes
to be able to eat meat without killing animals
themselves. They also justified killing human
beings by arguing that they are not animals.

In a second type of Buddhism, Lao Tse taught
about Tao, which is the Kundalini. But people
couldn't understand what He was talking
about. The way He expressed Himself in
painting was iust to deviate from the harsh
type of Buddhism that had bec-ome establish-
ed. When you travel on the Yang Tse River,
you find a variety of things. "Every five
minutes the scene changes or the beautiful
mountains take another form and you have
lots of waterfalls.... Tao is that river, but... you
should not divert your attention to those
temptations which are outside. You should
see them but move... but they got lost because
they started painting all these things" and got
involved more into art. Basically, Buddha
"didn't want to do anything with art. Only
thing is that you have to introspect and go
within and deep down, and find out what is
the absolute truth."

In Japan, the Zen system was introduced by
Vijitama, a great disciple of Buddha. They
used to hit people on the spine and developed
other very harsh methods to try to raise the
Kundalini. Shri Mataji met the head of the
Vijitama Zen system because he was sick. Shri
Mataji explained to him about Kundalini and
told him that Zen means meditation4lryan.
He was sick and very confused. When asked
how he could be the head without being a
realized soul, he said they had only had
realized souls, called a kaslryapas, for six
centuries.

"So iust think under what circumstances you
got your realization-without sacrificing
anything.... These three Deities on your Agnya
chakra--{hrist, Mahavira, and Buddha-are
tapa... means penance. You have to do
penance, and penance in Sahafa Yoga does not
mean that you glve up your wife or your
husband, glve up your children or your
family, but here tapas mearrs meditation, and
for meditation you rnust know when to get

u5that should be the most important thing
for a Sahaja Yogi. The rest of the things
automatically will work out you'll under-
stand. To grow your depth you have to
meditate."

Buddha itself means bodh, which means to
know the reality on your central nervous
system. "You all have become now Buddhas
without giving up anything-because what-
ever He gave up was all nonsense. It was a
myth. If it was a myth, what's the use of
giving up the myth? What does it matter if
you listen to music, what does it matter if you
dance? It doesn't matter at all. But these ideas
went so deep into these people that you really
feel such pity and such compassion... They
have their food only once in a while and they
started looking worse than TB patients, while
you people look like really roses/ beautifully,
all of you are enjoying life, and everything is
there, but still one has to know we have to
have that principle of Buddha within
ourselves... we have to do tapa!'

"Tapa doesn't mean you starve yourselves, but
also if you have too much interest in food is
better to take to a little fasting. I never said
that you should not enjoy music... you shciuld,
but then you should enjoy music which is for
your enumcipation, for your awakening, for
your ascent. I don't say, 'Don't do,' because
yourself now you are Buddha... but some-
times we are really bound by so many condi-
tionings that I find very difficult for people to
understand what is the spirit. Spirit is bound-
less, it is a free expression of God's love."

"Even now there are many conditionings
which are still working in us." For example,
some people are very proud of their nation-
ality, and feel that they are too high to mix up
with other people. Also we must see how our
children behave because they are also
Buddhas, realized souls,"but they have certain
conditionings with them and they are
behaving according to those conditionings."

Now we start seeing what is wrong with us
and we drop it out. But if we see it but we
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can't drop it out, then we need more power.
'Then you must learn how to raise your
Kundalini, how to be connected wittr the
Divine Power all the time so that you are in
thoughtless awareness, and that you grow
within yourself, in depth. I find the
conditioning that very much lurking still is
'my'and 'mine'-still in Sahaja Yogis." Before
Sahaja Yoga, they were not interested in their
husbands, wives, houses, or children, but now
they stick on like glue. We also ivant racialism
and the caste system to go away because they
are self-destructive.

€o we start seeing in ourselves what is self-
destructive." To stop it is only possible "if
you try to introspect yourself and meditate
and see, 'Have I got this quality?"' Some
people are very proud that they have certain
temperaments. "No more. Now all your
beautiful qualities have been awakened by
your Kundalini-shows that nothing was
dead, nothing was finished-they were all
there intact and when the Kundalini started
rising She just awakened all those beautiful
qualities."

Saliaja Yoga is one of the most precious things
for human beings. "It is not only talking
about God. It is not only saying there's
Divinity within you, but the effectiveness of
that. So you don't need any science. If you
have any problem, give a bandhan-finished.
So simple.... Everything that you can do with
science you can do with Sahaja Yoga. We are
also computers.... Only thing you have to
develop your depth. Now you are on the right
lines."

"So please have self-esteem... and understand
that you are a Sahaja Yogi first and foremost...
and as Sahaia Yogis you have to achieve that
state where you become absolutely capable of
doing whatever science can do.... This is the
rcaI siddhi-means you become an embodi-
ment of all the powers."

To have an open heart, just see what is wrong
with you. How can a Sahaja Yogi not have an

open heart since that is the first place where
the Spirit edsts, emits light, and shows that a
person is fuIl of love? If someone can't open
their heart, "this must be coming because you
have only ego but no self-esteem." Buddha is
the killer and the controller of ego, moving on
the pingala nadi. He tries to compensate the
right side as the laughing Buddha who is very
fat. A person who is very right-sided is very
thin, never laughing, never smiles. Buddha is
shown laughing with many children sitting on
His stomach and all over His body. We can
control our right side by laughing, making
fun of ourselves and of anything we see. For
example, He said not to see any drama, but if
you see with your enlightened consciousness/
you can see the stupidity of it and enjoy the
stupidity.

We should not become one of the spectators
and think how lucky we are to see an
inauspicious thing. "How you react to things
depends on your attention.... Of course, if it is
something divine, then you have a rapt
attention.... But if it is something shrpid, you
can see the essence of it... in the light of
reality, it is stupid.... But if you are a Sahaja
Yogi you should be able to see that point and
enjoy.... An enlightened attention reacts in a
very different manner than a stupid attention
or a confused attention or an attention that is
full of negativity."

"There are four things which Buddha has
said very nicely which all of you should
say every morning.... First He srrid, Buddham
sharanam gacclami, I surrender myself to
Buddha-means I surrender myself to my
awakened attention, to my awakened
consciousness.... Then He said, Dlummnm
slwranam gacchtmi, that is I surrender myself
to my dharma." Dharma is innate religion,
righteousness, the real things within us which
give us the value system/ not outside religion.

''Then the third thing He has said, Sangham
slaranam gacr,lumi, I surrender myself to
collective. You have to meet.... Collectivity is
very important because then you know that
you are part and parcel of the whole.... That is
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how things work out very fast, that is how
we help each other," that is how we discover
a person who is negativg or egotistical, "or
who are not at all Sahaja Yogis, claim them-
selves to be Sahaja Yogis, and we just give
them up."

Collectivity gives so many powers, so much
satisfaction and joy. While coming to the
collective, we should not criticize or find
faults with others, "but you introspect
yourself, and know that, "VVhy everybody is
enjoying themselves, why am I the one sitting
down and trying to find faults? Must be

something wrong with me.' If you can just
pay attention to yourself as far as the defects
are concerned, then I am sure you will
become much more collective than when you
start seeing the defects in other people."

Sahaja Yoga is very practical because it is
absolute reality. So with all these powers and
understandings, "with all this compassionate
love, you have to be sure about yourself and
know that you are all the time protected,
guided,looked after, nourished, and helped to
grow by this Divine Power which is all-
pervading. May God bless you all."

"Yesterday you had asked Me for the stahrs
of a guru. It's a state. It's not a status because
status is external, can be bestowed upon
anyone." A state is innate, "being evolved to
that level that you become the master. Of
course, you have to be your own master, to
begrn with-no doubt. If you are not even
your own master, then how you can achieve
that state? Now as I say it is innate then one
starts thinking if it is innate, in a Sahaia way
how do we achieve?"

"There are certain faculties which we have to
develop to begin with." The first faculty is if
you can become thoughtless in meditation for
a short time. "Gradually, this short time
should go on increasing that you are without
any thought." This state can be achieved, but
human beings cannot understand that
anything can happen spontaneously. "For that
in Sahaja, we have a very simple mantra
-Niroiclura. Sa now you watch anything
sayrn g the mantra, T w ameo a S atshat N ir a iclur a.
Then you start seeing that, witnessing that
without thinking... just seeing itself creates
that state within us, the first state-is very

important that you become the witness, the
sakshi. As soon as you become the sal<shi, the
whole thing what everybody else is seeing
gives you the complete idea, subtle as well as
gross of that thing. You see it and you know
it and as a Sahaja Yogi it becomes your
knowledge." In modern terminology/ you see
something, it gets recorded in your mind, and
it manifests joy, knowledge, compassion
because now you have many dimensions
which you have to develop.

"Now supposing you go and meet someone
with whom you have to deal. He's talking,
talking, talking. Just become thoughtless. So
now what is the thing that will happen as
soon as you become thoughtless? First, he
starts, his bombardment will not touch you
because you are in a different realm alto-
gether. But in that realm your power will
manifest. It may cool him down, it will shut
him down or maybe he may iust feel
tremendous love for you."

"The word guru means gravity... but how do
you develop this gravity? Some people just
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artificially become very grave and sometimes
show that they are very serious.... Gravity is
within yourself. In the second state we should
say our guru pada is your gravity-must
manifest. As you become the witness your
gravity starts expressing itself. It will not
show as temper or seriousness or anything
like that, but it will manifest in a way that the
whole thing will become extremely dignified
and majestic. It will just manifest by itself."

"So the state in which vou rise now becomes
effective." Before this you had to manipulate
or say something."But in your silence you can
manifest your gravity and this gravity... acts
likes a magnet." So you get a magnetic
temperament, magnetic character, and
magnetic personality which immediately
shows that it is manifesting its power.

"Iilhen you start witnessing something with-
out thought, there's no obstruction for
absorbing the knowledge about that thing
because there is no thought. Its complete
absorption takes place and then it manifests.
This is how the Divine Power works within
us. So with our gravity what we do is to
touch that depth within us which can carry
the Divine Power and manifest. Unless and
until we touch that depth within us Sahaja
Yoga is like Hare Rama Hare Krishna
-nothing better than that. And that's why I
find so many Sahaja Yogis sometimes really
go off their rails suddenly because they have
no gravity to go down into their own being
and to feel the beauty and the glory of their
own being, and to use that gravity for
manifesting Divine Power.... The most sub-
stantial thing in your lives is this Divine
Power which looks very light." You never feel
the weight or pressure of this Divine Power.
"But if... your channel is not clean then
this Divine Power can not flow properly, it
cannot manifest."

So when we say that we are the instrument of
God Aknighty, connected to the mains, if this
instrument is not all right then it can not
manifest whatever it is supposed to do. We
are much above even the most complicated,

advanced instruments developed by science
because we reach a state where we ourselves
become the science of absolute truth.

"So what is needed for a guru is self-esteem....
To achieve the self-esteem we have to
introspect and know that today 'I am not
what I was before. I am a realized soul, I have
got powersr,-powers of love, of compassion,
of grasping things, of creativity, of giving
realization to others. "Nobody had these
powers but somehow or other in Sahaja Yoga
we are not self-conscious, and we should not
be self-conscious because that can give you
ego-but we should have self-esteem. 'I'm a
gtrru, I'm a guru. I am not an ordinary
person,I am not on the street,I am something
special. I am on the shores of truth. I have to
salvage the people who are blind, who are
mad."'

A kind of a silence will come within you. In a
crisis immediately you beconne extremely
silent, but this is again a state. If there is
something that makes you upset or unhappy,
"try to reach that point, that axis, which is just
silence, and this silence will make you realiy
powerful." It is the silence of the cosmos
which works for you. You are in connection
with that cosmic power but more than that-
it's Divine Power which is working all the
cosmos also.

"So if you just become silent within yourself,
know that you are sitting in the Kingdom of
God.... This silence is the sign that you are
definitely, definitely you are now in contact
with the Dvine. You are silent because the
Divine is going to look after everything-you
don't have to do anything-iust keep silent,
but not forcibly, it's again a state." If any
turmoil or problem takes place, suddenly your
attention will jump onto that silence, you
being in contact with this all pervading
power.

'"When I talk about all pervading power you
still don't understand what it is.... Is it some
sort of an energy floating around, or is it
some sort of a river or some sort of a ether? It
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is the complete, the totality of reality.... Other
things are unreal, and the reality is so
efficient, it never fails.... It is such a tremen-
dous intertwined process which we can not
even imagine with this human understand-
ing.... All the characters of this nature is
maintained, nourished, looked after, control-
led absolutely at the right time, at the right
seasons. That's why in Sanskrit this is called
Ritarnblura Pragnya'. [t means seasons and the
one which looks after the -seasons-that
knowledge which is enlightened." It's a
simple definition but it is difficult for human
beings to understand.

All the miracles you have described are "just
a play of this power which thinks, under-
stands, cooperates, coordinates, and loves, and
looks after you, is at your disposal. Wherever
you go the connection is maintained.... You
are special peopl*only thing you have to
have your self-esteem and you must try to
maintain your balance. Once you come in
balance, the job of a guru is to give balance to
others.... If you have guru principle in you,
you get into balance automatically."

"Now how do we develop that balance? Of
course, in the ancient times they had very
severe methods-not to eat much, to starve
yourself and go to Himalayas, stand on your
heads and do all kinds of things. This will
btiog great imbalance. If you become an
austere personality, it will make you such a
dry person that nobody would like to stand
near you:l mean you'll be burning
absolutely.... A guru is not ascetic by nature,
but he's so detached that he's ascetic." He
may be a king or a beggar, a big personality
or just an ordinary person. "If he is a guru,
then in every state he's in complete balance.
Nothing can disturb him."

Food is one of the weak points. 'The
symptom is that you are in balance and you
can not be dominated by food or by power or
by wealth or money or anything.... You are
above all these things, and once you know
that you are above these things then you are
not afraid.... You become absolutelv fearless."

Nothing can put you into imbalance, nothing
can dominate you, nothing can weaken you/
make you an addict, or tempt you. 'nVhen
you reach that state beyond temptation,
beyond any greed, beyond any lust then there
is no problem." Nothing can bring you down,
but you don't run away from anything
because then "you become an ascetic artifi-
cially. Asceticism is within yourself-innate-
so nothing can hamper you/ nothing can
matter."

'You shouldn't try to weigh upon what I'm
telling you or try to judge yourself{on't
iudge. You just gradually rise, appreciate
yourself and gradually you rise and settle
down on the position that you have achieved.
Instead of that you'll feel very diffident and
you'll feel very much depressed.... If you all
the time start judging yourself this will not
help you. You are self-assured.... There's
nothing to iudge yourself or tally."

"You have a greater enjoyment than Mine
because you are already human beings so you
know about human beings, and then you see
your ascent and it's much easier for you to
appreciate. For Me... because I've never
known temptations, I've never known all
these qualities that you had so I don't know
how to judge what is coming out of it.... But
from something human you have come to a
higher level is very creditable and you can
enjoy much more than I could enjoy or Christ
could enjoy or Shri Krishna could enjoy.
Because the one who has risen, has grown,
now feels the fragrance of his virtues and
qualities and his greatness, then he enjoys
himself.... Now you are divine. Because you
have been a human being you understand
other people."

"So your role as a grrru is different from those
gurus who struggled so much to become an
evolved soul. So your attitude towards things
has to be more compassionate, more under-
standing, more loving. As you got it Sahaja,
others can also get it from you....Suhalu Yogis
should never say anything harsh to anyone.
They have no right to say because without
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saying anything to lou, you got your
realization, absolutely free. Without doing
anything, you got your realizatior; and if
somebody is coming to you for realization
you must do in the same manner. You didn't
get it through some sort of a austere...
training."

"Now try to understand that there is a
difference between a Sahaja guru and a non-
Sahaja guru. They're very hot tempered
-very-and a Sahaja guru has no business to
be hot tempered.... We are all enjoying this
beautiful atmosphere-such love, such com-
passion, such respect for it-no competition,
no politics. Just if you understand one
thing-that you have got everything in Sahaja
manner and in the same Sahaja manner you
can give it to others, and you respect others
the same manner."

"So now we are in a Sahaja style. You all
know that you got all the powers, that you
are all gurus, that you have achieved so
much, you can do so much. Then you have to
be Sahaja." But quite a lot of military style of
treatment starts in Sahaja Yoga. "That can not
be. No disciplining is needed-they will be
disciplined by themselves, they are gurus....
So your style is very different. None of these
gurus knew how to even give realization....
They never knew that Kundalini can rise with
their hands. Very few people historically have
given realization so far, but you people are
giving left and right to anybody who comes."

"You have crossed the limits of science now,
you have become science yourself-of the
Divine," and you know everything about
which chakras are catching. "But the way we
deal with others is the guru pada-kindness,
sweetness, concern-that's what your Mother
has given---<oncern.... About each and every
person/ you have to have concern.... So you
also have to be a motherly guru, a sweet
BW, extremely sweet, kindly and under-
standing, forgiving."

'To spread Sahaja Yoga, to emancipate
others-by that we emancipate the whole

world. It's our responsibility. If you are
responsible then how do you behave? So no
more we have priesthood... nor that one
person says so.... You are embodiment of
goodness, embodiment of righteousness. You
are embodiment of patience, compassion,
love, and concern. So it is not how you can do
it. You are alreadp but you shouldn't just
give up."

€o the self-esteem and then assumption,
assume your powers. If you are a guru, then
assume your power.... You still thinlg 'God
knows-if I have the powers or not'-that
means you are just the beginners.... 'No, I am
the guru? All right.'We do sap 'Mother,I am
my own guru, that's all,'but it's just ffiying
from the lips-not only that you are your own
guru but of the whole world. It's a collective
gurudom we have... and nothing can escape
us now.... We are absolutely formidable.
Nothing can escape us if this is understood
that we have to assurne.... Once you start
assuming, all badhas will run away,
everything will run away, and you'll be
surprised. Who can stand a person who is a
saint, who is a guru and who knows he is a
guru?... But you have to have introspection to
see that your self-esteem is completely
correct.... You may be educated, not educated.
Makes no difference. Whether you are rich,
poor makes no difference at all as long as you
know that you are the guru and you assume
your power."

"You are already absolute totality of reality.
The reality is at your disposal, but you
assume it-you're not ordinary at all. You can
say you are extraordinary and ordinary. In
that you wiil just dtop out all that is
nonsensical." Others will be surprised what
sort of people these are-what sort of a life
they lead, how nice and how kind they are.
"And the knowledge is so subtle and so great
and of such a highest degree, but you never
feel bloated up with ego.... That simplicity
and that humility gives you the special edge
which can pierce into any heart. Thus you
become apostles of truth. You can become
prophets like William Blak*you can."
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"So many things you will be manifesting and
you won't believe yourself-but believe you
are one with that great power which is God
Almighty.... In that humility you realize it's
God Almighty.... He can do anything. Then
that faith-not blind but a real faith in that
feeling that God is Almighty, and that now
you have become the messenger of that God
Almighty-gives you all the strength, all the
couragmverything, and His compassion,
His love, His attention, and His under-
standing. So this faith should"be absolutely
one with you."

"You can not get to Mother unless and until
you have really bhnkti from your heart.... It's
written, Bhakti gamya.,. Not only humility,but
blukti and bhakti is only possible if you have
faith.... So your faith in God has to be
absolutely, absolutely untarnishable. Nothing
can disturb that-that's very important. You
have seen all the miracles of God, you have
seen how you're working out His powers, you
have known all these things but still the faith

in God is missing. The person who has
complete faith in God is called as the on*is
God Himself, they say Parama chnitanya. The
guru is called as the one who is himself
Brahma chaitanya. So when this faith in God is
absolutely established-that there is God
Almighty-He is Almighty and that I am the
messenger of that God-just this understand-
ing, when it becomes absolutely firm in you,
then you are in the guru pada."

"I bless you today that all of you achieve that
stat*that you reside in that guru pada state,
and wherever you are, whatever may be your
position, whatever you may do, the faith in
the God Almighty that is so truly within you
will express itself. Not only that but it will
manifest, it will act just like God.... Today
we have to remember one thing-that we
must have complete faith in the Kingdom of
God and in the powers of God Almighty,
complete faith and then in ourselves. May
God bless you."

ROMANIA

When Shri Mataji arrived in Bucharest,
hundreds of Sahaja Yogis were there to greet
her. As in many of the airports on this tour,
the Yogis sang several bhajans in Hindi and
Marathi especially learned for the occasion. It
seemed that when they sang, their songs were
deeply heartfelt.

After a brief rest at the hotel, Shri Mataji went
to the public program/ where 5,000 people
came to see Her. The Romanians like to sing
very much the 12 names of Shri Ganesha,
which is a song they have mastered well, and
at every occasion Shri Mataji appeared they
would sing it. It was so heartwarming to see

how much love the Romanians expressed in
all the preparations that are necessary to care
for Shri Mataji, for the visiting Sahaja Yogis
and also for the public programs.

There was a Sahaja Yoga Exhibition in a
museum exploring the evolution of
philosophy in the light of realized souls from
Lao Tse to William Blake, also illustrating
Sahaja Yoga and Shri Mataji. Shri Mataji was
very pleased with this exhibition. There were
a great many people present and the police
were there to control the crowd. As Shri
Mataji addressed the public, the two
policemen put aside their duties and in
amazement put out their hands to feel the
cool breeze. They were asking each other,
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"Did you feel it?"-"Yes...yes I think so!" As
Shri Mataji left the museum the large crowd
parted, giving Her flowers and singing the 12
names of Shd Ganesha. The power of
paramchaitanya was working very strongly
during this tour. A remarkable example of
this occurred during a shopping trip Shri
Mataji made in Bucharest. As She was leaving
a store, Her car had not yet arrived. While
waiting outside, suddenly a crowd began to
gather which grew to many. hundreds of
people. They were asking Shri Mataji, "Are
you the Holy Ghost? Are you the Savior?"
Shri Mataji responded, "Ask yourself if I am
the Holy Ghost." She asked the people to put
their hands towards Her, then She gave them
all realization.

The touring group,30-40 people, took a train
with Shri Mataji to Sofia. At the train station
once more we witnessed a remarkable
experience. There were some homeless boys
aged between 6-10 years who were
following Shri Mataji. They were asking Her
if She was Jesus Christ, if She was the Savior.
Again a large crowd gathered and Shri Mataji
gave all the people realization before entering
the train.

BULGARIA

When Shri Mataji arrived in Sofia there was a
very festive and joyous gathering of Sahaja
Yogis to greet Her, singing bhajans and
playing instruments. The Bulgarians were
very inventive with their instruments. One
man was playrng a child's plastic bell so
ioyously-as if it was a beautiful golden
chime. They were all so surrendered and
egoless, full of love and dedication to Shri
Mataii, day and night. At the program that
evening roughly 8,0CI people came to see
Her. At the hotel Shri Mataji spent many
hours speaking to the Bulgarians and giving
away gifts.

FRANCE

The public program in Paris was held in a
very beautiful theater, where about 2O00

people came to see Her. The world leaders
had strongly urged Shri Mataji not to attend
the public program-they were concerned
should there be any reprisals from an anti-cult
organization headed by the Cathotc Church.
When She arrived in France She decided She
would go after all. At the public program Shri
Mataji spoke very strongly against this
organization, that they are the mafia that
controls the people. After the talk the theater
was absolutely silent, even though the reprisal
groups were within the audience.

Somehow we felt that Shri Mataji wanted us
to see that when we express our powers, we
need have no fears. When we have the truth
in our hands, nothing can harm us. The next
morning the yogs waited for the Shri
Mahakali - Shri Drrga puja. Shd Mataji
arrived at 11:00 pm to the puja. She spoke of
the importance of the French worurn and her
role in society and as a mother. She spoke
about Mahakali and the power of desire. She
mentioned that the French have little self
confidence and should just believe in the
power that exists within which can destroy all
negativity.

AUSTRIA

A large crowd of Austrians received Shri
Mataji on Sunday at noon at the Vienna
airport with such open hearts and smiling
faces and, as always, many flowers. When
Shri Mataji went through the gate, a welcome
chorus started to sing. Shri Mataji then sat
down outside the airport hall on a chair
prepared in advance for Her, and all the
Yogis offered flowers to their Holy Mother.
Afterwards, Shri Mataji drove directly to Linz
for a public program/ the first one in Linz.
Linz is 170 km west of Vienna in Upper
Austria. There She stayed in a newly formed
ashram to have a rest before the program.

The program took place in a very nice hall in
the center of Linz. When the program started,
the hall was tuIl-about 600-700 people had
come to get their self-realisation. After an
introduction about Sahaja Yoga, some
Austrian Sahaja Yogis began to sing because
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the Nagpur and Noida musicians had not yet
arrived. Some time later Shri Mataji arrived,
and spoke of some traps we have to be
careful not to fall into, including the lifestyle
that Freud has created and all of the modern
entrepreneurs. In the end, all of the people got
their self-realisation, and Shri Mataji worked
on the new people until one in the morning.
After the program, Shri Mataji drove back to
Vienna.

The next day Shri Mataji went shopping. In
the evening, a public program was held which
marked the ten-year anniversary that the Adi
Shakti has had programs in Vienna. For this
special occasion, the most famous hall in
Vienna, the Congress Center in the Hofburg
building was rented. This was the splendor-
ous castle of Maria Theresa, who was a
realized soul, and is today where the
president has his office. The program started
with some classical instrumental music
performed by Sahaja Yogis. Afterwards there
was an introduction to Sahaja Yoga and some
miracle pictures were shown. Over the stage
was a huge video screen (3 x 3 meters) so that
everyone, even those in the last rows could
see Shri Mataji very well. Baba Mama and the
Indian musicians gave a musical concert.
When Shri Mataji came about two thousand
seekers were gathered in the hall. After giving
realisation, Shri Mataji again worked until one
o'clock on the people.

HUNGARY

Shri Mataji travelled with the Sahaja Yogis
from Vienna to Budapest by boat on the
Danube River. The boat was exclusively
rented for Shri Mataji and the Sahaja Yogis so
for tt-S hours the yogis experienced peace and
tranquility in the presence of Shri Mataji in
the magnificent scenery.

In Budapest the Hungarian Yogts were
waiting with flowers to welcome Shri Mataji.
Shri Mataji stayed in a hotel in the center of
Budapest with a good view of the city. That
evening about 1,500 people came to the public

program, and also had an opporhrnity to meet
Shri Mataji on the stage. There was also a
musical concert.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Shri Mataji left Budapest at noon and arrived
by plane in Prague. Several hundred yogis
were there to greet Her with flowers. She
stayed in a hotel with a beautiful view of the
golden city, known for its golden plated tiles
on the roofs. The public program at the
theater was filled to capacity with 2,500
people. Once again they went for a boat ride
on the River Moldau, singing bhajans and
enjoying the sights of Prague.

As Shri Mataji was preparing to leave Prague
for Poland, the yogis suddenly realized that
they had informed Shri Mataji that the time of
departure was two hours earlier than they
had said. Shri Mataji was not concerned and
had Her breakfast as usual,leaving composed
to the airport. The personnel on the aircraft
were quite displeased as they had to hold up
the flight for Shri Mataji and the Yogis. An air
hostess was extremely rude to Shri Mataji and
ordered everyone inside.

Then the Sahaja Yogis felt a current of cool
breeze circulating in the airport, and they
noticed that the sky immediately turned very
dark and a strong rain began to fall.
(Czechoslovakian Sahaja Yogts mentioned
afterwards that there it was a dry period in
Prague and they were needing rain.) After a
short time all passengers were requested to
leave the airplane due to technical difficulties.
In this way, they had the distinct pleasure,
with Shri Mataji's permission, to make the air
hostess who had been so rude understand the
gravrty of her mistake. After this shocking
experience Shri Mataji told the Sahafa Yogis
that their love for their Mother is so powerful
that one teardrop of love from a Sahaia Yogi
can move all the five elements.

Shri Mataji again went into Prague to shop
and then took an evening plane to Warsaw.
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POLAND

The Polish Yogis graciously received Shri
Mataji. The Warsaw public program was held
in a university hall which was filled to
capacity with 1,500 people. Baba Mama gave
a musical concert and Shri Mataji worked on
the people after the program.

RUSSIA AND UKRAINE

Moscow

With prayer in their hearts and tears in their
eyes, thousands of Russians welcomed the
Goddess of Mercy. Three thousand people
waited for Her to arrive at the airport in the
afternoon and received Her very joyously. The
Russian people were extremely generous with
food and accommodations, including such
entertainment as boat rides and sight seeing
tours. Shri Mataji had the first public program
in a stadium with about 5,000 people. The
Russians were chanting Shri Mataji's name
and raised their hands as She arrived. After
the program they sang the aarti.

Yeltsin's secretary came to the program and
asked to see Shri Mataji. After the program
Shri Mataji received her and gave her council
concerning Russia. ShriMataii said that Russia
has to be careful of loose morality and the
dangers of fundamentalism. The Secretary
said that no one has spoken before of this
problem of fundamentalism and she thanked
Shri Mataji for opening her eyes to this. She
also mentioned that President Yeltsin would
be pleased to meet Shri Mataji.

Shri Mataji and the yogis stayed in the
outskirts of Moscow in dachasluaint
wooden houses exquisitely decorated with
carvings and paintings typical of Russia. The
next day there was a medical conference
attended by 300 Russian doctors who came to
hear the about the efficacy of Sahaja Yoga in
medicine and agriculture. The Soviet doctors
were extrernely receptive to Sahaja Yoga and
medical science. Shri Mataji explained to them
that Sahaja Yoga is metascience-it is beyond
medical science. Dr. Hamid spoke of his

experiment with plants and vibrated water,
and Dr. Rao spoke of curing epilepsy with
Sahaja Yoga. The doctors left the program
thoroughly convinced.

Tagliattigrad

Our experience in this exceptional city was
very moving as it is the place where Sahaja
Yoga is the strongest-with a population of
15,000 inhabitants, more than half meet and
meditate regularly. There are many young
people in Tagliattigrad and they have a very
special devotion to Shri Mataji. When they
greet each other they always say/ Jay Shri
Mataji" and reverently bow their heads. At
the public program 10,000-1e000 people
came to see Shri Mataji. After speaking to the
people She said that their Kundalini was
already raised*they had a high level of
vibrations and there was no need to sav the
affirmations.

Many Sahaja Yogis footsoaked in the River
Volga which passes through the city. The next
day there was a seminar with 1,000 people
which Shri Mataji came to briefly. That
evening at the public program there was a
question and answer session. One man asked
if it would be good for the world to learn
how to speak Esperanto, the universal
language. Shri Mataji responded that love is
the only universal language. Someone else
asked, 'What happens after death? Do we
enter a heaven as the church tells us?" Shri
Mataji said that we should not think about
death or the future, but stay in the present
because we are already in a divine world.

During the program it was an exceptionally
hot night with no wind, yet the tent was
vibrating. Shri Mataji said, 'The tent is
moving by your vibrations." The people of
Tagliattigrad had experimented with ESP
(extra sensory perception). The consequence
was that many of their children were afflicted
with epilepsy-very much caught on the left
side. One lady could not walk as her left knee
was out of order and the doctors had
recommended that she amputate her leg. Shri
Mataji worked on her with the candle
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treatment and she began to walk. Another
lady with a cane was walking normally after
treatment from Shri Mataji.

Tagliattigrad was just like Ganapatipule. Two
thousand gathered on the shores of the Volga
under birch trees. They sang and danced and
worshipped. At one point, they stood and
sang a song in praise of Shri Mataji-as if it
was their national anthem. Shri Mataji also
stood and said She was so fulfilled.

Again the Sahaja Yogis went on a boat tour
on the river with Baba Mama singing bhajans.
The yogis even danced on a platform in the
boat. As Shri Mataji and the yogis left, the
people from Tagliattigrad gave a very warrn
farewell, with all of us in awe of the
miraculous events.

Kiev

A chartered flight took us to Kiev. The
program was held in a stadium where 3,000-
4,000 people jubilantly received Shri Mataji.
The realisation was given as in India and
everyone raised their hands. People from
neighboring cities were asking for Shri Mataji
to come to their towns as they too had Sahaja
Yogis. The people in Kiev were very eager to
touch Shri Mataji and the yogis made a circle
around Mother to protect Her from their
excessive love. They were very joyous and
were often singing and clapping their hands.

St. Petersburg (formerly Leningrad)

At the airport there were about 2,000 people
to greet Shri Mataji. Many young people
arrived in traditional Russian costumes.
Another boat ride on the River Nieva
manifested, then Shri Mataji suggested for the
yogls to go to a famous art museum, where
the museum was just as beautiful as the
masters it housed.

In St. Petersburg Shri Mataji decided to hold
a national puja, Mahalakshmi Puja, instead of
in Helsinki where it was originally planned

because the desire of the Russians was so
strong. More than two thousand people came
to this puja. Shri Mataji spoke for one and a
half hours, and the puja lasted for more than
10 hours. The vibrations were very strong.
Shri Mataji raised the people to a higher level
and that is why it had to be so long. Shri
Mataji spoke of the importance of morality,
and the importance of women as they are the
equilibrium of society. She mentioned that
anger destroys three chakras-liver (right
nabhi), vishuddhi, and agnya but the agr.ya
most of all because when you are angry you
don't forgive. Shri Mataji asked everyone to
raise their hands and repeat three times an
invocation to Shri Mahalakshmi to manifest.
Then She said, "The principle of Mahalakshmi
is manifested in you." Shri Mataji was very
pleased with the puia and poured Her
blessings on Russia.

With the rapid spread of Sahaja Yoga in
Russia, Sahaja Yoga materials are printed in
the hundreds of thousands. The new Russian
edition of The Divine Cool Breeze already has
30,000 subscribers!

FINLAND

At the Helsinki public program 800-1,000
very gentle and sweet people came. The
Finnish gave a musical program in which they
sang beautifully and Shri Mataji was very
pleased. There was a miracle at this public
program. A boy arrived on cmtches to see
Shri Mataji. The boy's father, who was a
teacher of TM, carried him on the stage and
Shri Mataji worked on the boy. After ten
minutes She told him to walk. At first he
hesitated but then he was walking normally.
Shri Mataji asked the yogis to work on the
people after the program and to give them
vibrations.

And here ends the remarkable experience of
travelling with Shri Mataii as we arrived
home in Milan. It made us see so clearly the
tremendous compassion and all the love for
all her children that our Divine Mother
bestows upon us.
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The Spirit of Mother Russia

Above lapis lakes and sunny d.ales
Through rambling lanes and whispering boughs
Neighboring enchanting vales of ancient lores and prospering shops
Behold the Shrine of Madonna Russia

Brick by brick, built with love and prayer
Minsk marble, Siberian birches and Tagliatti carvings
Singing greenery,'vibrant flowers
Laden with fruits, the garden of Vaikuntha
The Butterfly chases the Bee and asks whence comes the Adi Shakti

O Russia awaken, thy Saviour is come
To take away thy woes
Gone shall be all mental anguish
Gone shall be the cries of hungry children
Shri Mahalakshmi has blessed thy land with milk and honey
Filled thy coffers with abundance galore.
Whence thou may eat, work and dwell.

Beware! The Spirit of Mother Russia is awake
None dare cast an evil eye
Wash away thy tears
The Blossom time has come
Glory to the Goddess Shri Nirmala Ma
All Russia bows at Your Lotus Feet
And welcomes You with its golden heart.

Yogi Mahajan, India

We all pray that this world shall be changed
into a place of the worship of God and respect
for Dharma. Sometimes in this Kali Yuga it
seems one can not imagine how things could
change without complete destruction. Yet we
know things are developing fast in India and
Eastern Europe, specially Russia, where Yogis
will have to take responsibility on all levels. It
is a great joy to witness our Holy Mothe/s
work; nevertheless, I believe, we must start to
bring our attention into worldly things, too.

A new world needs new people firsh Sahaja
Yogis. But then it needs a new society, a new
economy/ new politics (if at all). How will
that look? A few things we know, like the
example of Lord Rama, the perfect King. But
if a change takes place, it will take some time.
Thus we should also be careful witnesses of
the developments in our countries, continents,
in the whole world. We should know how
things work in economy and law, in society
and government, and where negative
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developments have been ignored.

A good example for complete error in the
western world is the system of law and
iustice. In the U.S. you can win a case if you
can afford the better lawyer. That is a slap in
the face of equity, which is the basis of all
justice. In Europe, a tricky philosophy
developed: criminals are generally regarded as
victims of society, punishment is an evil
word. Discrimination is so bad that people do
not recognize 1) what crime is, and 2) how to
treat a murderer or burglar. In some countries
that has developed to such an extent that
people are now slowly changing their
attitude: If the victims are in a worse position
than the criminals, something must be very
wrong. A balanced treatment of these
phenomena is to be found. Maybe a hint
comes from the Vedas, which say a criminal
shall be brought to a Brahman (realised soul),
who can open the way to spiritual life. But if
the criminal does not really change, he shall
be punished severely.

Another proof for the incompetence of the
system is given in our court cases. Judges do
not decide objectively, but they give a
subjective sentence. They believe someone
who refers to Catholic authoritv and condemn

the opinion of Sahaja Yogis. Thus on a subtler
level, the inquisition is coming back-the
innocent ones are judged by prejudice, the
church is always right. The pressure of a two
thousand year old error still works; but no
longer.

Economy is another field, where any Dharma
seer$ lost. Money rules the thoughts of so
many businessmen and changes them into
dried out slaves of materialism. When a new
chapter was opened in Eastern Europe
recently, the first thing they taught those
warmhearted and sometimes naive people
was to put their economies on the basis of
shares and American business philosophy.
What nonsense! Instead of favouring a
collective effort to put the economy right, they
are made to believe that everyone will become
a millionaire by copying the West. But Sahaja
Yoga grows so fast there that it will make a
difference. Maybe we can learn from Eastern
European Yogis one day, and, maybe we will
be blessed with more Divine lessons on these
topics.

Let us try to face these things. Also in
meditation we might find some answers.

Udo Szekulics, Austria
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Our Divine Mother arrived in Switzerland on
Sunday evening, August 23, to a hearty
welcome from the hundred and fifty or so
Sahaja Yogis waiting at Geneva airport. Shri
Mataji sat down on a bench outside the
terminal building to accept flowers from
everybody present, and then left for Givrins
ashram. She said She was surprised to see
how much the Swiss collectivity had grown!

At Givrins, Shri Mataji kindly joined us on the
patio of the ashram for a while. She discussed
a number of subjects, and started by
announcing that Geneva is now the Centre
Heart, since Sahaja Yoga has been started in
so many countries by Sahaja Yogis coming
from Geneva. Shri Mataji suggested we draw
a tree of how Sahaja Yoga has spread out
from Switzerland, and below is an approxi-
mation from your correspondent.

Shri Mataji also talked for some time about
certain false gurus and their sects, particularly
Scientology and Ananda Marg, before retiring
to Her room. One remarkable thing about Her
talk was that Shri Mataji was speaking in a
normal voice, as though She were sitting in a
small room, but everyone seated on the lawn
(at least a hundred of us) could clearly hear
everything She said. A tribute to the acoustic
of the ashram, as Shri Mataji designed it!

During the talk the little children were
playing quietly by Her chair, watching our
Mother very closely or eating popcorn and
chanas from a plate on Shri Mataji's table.
Shri Mother advised us that chanas are very
good for children and that we should give
them chanas rather than sweets.

A set of porcelain cups and saucers, all
beautifully hand-painted by local Sahaia
Yoginis in the Chinese style suggested by Shri
Mataji was presented to our Divine Mother,
who said that She would have to build a
museum in Cabella, as what was She to do

with them-too beautiful to use, and She
cannot give them awayt And a museum in
Pratishthan as well. The tea set was laid out
on a table covered by a crochet tablecloth, also
the handwork of our yoginis. Shri Matai was
very happy to see the bed made for Her by
local Sahaja Yogis, with its beautifirl hand-
carved Omkara at the head and very
delicately worked ShriChakra in marquetry at
the foot. She was particularly huppy that all
these gifts were hand-made and that we had
not just spent money to buy Her a present.

Later in the evening Shri Mataji kindly joined
us in the ashram sitting room for bhajans,
which went on until well after midnight. Shri
Mataji translated some of the bhajans for us,
and kindly corrected our singing of Her
bhajan "Binati Suniye." She recommended
that proper translations of the bhajans be
done by the lndians in the Swiss collectivity,
and then published, and said how important
it is that we understand the songs-effectively
mantras-that we sing for the vibrations to go
deep.

Shri Mataji also said that Guido (who has
recently been in Turkey) had suggested that
Diwali Puja be held in Turkey this year, as the
many visitors that Mother has invited from
Eastern bloc countries would find it much
easier to get the necessary visas and travel
arrangements to go there. Shri Mataii asked us
all to give a bandhan so that this would work
out.

On Monday evening Shri Mataji spoke at a
public programme in the largest hall in
Geneva University, which seats 600 people
and was packed out. Her talk was quite long
and included praise of Mr. Gorbachev
-thanks to whom, She said, all the political
wars have finished now. She also spoke about
Peter, Paul, and the church, and how illogical
it was that Jesus should pick the weakest of
the disciples as the head of the church!
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How Satraja Yoga Has Spread Out From Switzerland (Approximation)
(Please correct me on the dates and anywhere I might have forgotten.)

Italy (1981/E2)

Bolivia (1985)

Iran (1991)

Finland (1988)

Spain (1981)

Algeria (1981)

Belgium (1985)

Senegal (1991)

Burkina Faso (1990)

Austria (1982/83)

Colombia (1988)

Urugqay (1991)

Russia (1985)

Eeypt (l9E?)

France (Femey) (Lyon) (Maneille) (Strasbourg)
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(Of course, Jesus did no such thing; this was
a fiction inserted into the Bible bv Paul to
iustify his and Peter/s seizure of power. PauI,
who was epileptic, was murdering Christians,
notably Stephen, before he realized the new
movement would be an excellent vehicle for
his own ambitions.) Even the Koran, Shri
Mataji pointed out, was not written down
until 40 years or so after the death of the
Prophet. In the early days there was just an
oral tradition (as also with the"discourses of
the Buddha) in which people memorized
what the Prophet had said, and it was not
until the time of their children that the Koran
finally took a written form.

As in nuny of Her talks this year, Shri Mataji
spoke of the danger of fanaticism and
fundamentatsm, and referred to the situation
in the ex-corununist countries in which a
spiritual vacuum exists which risks being
filled with any sort of rubbish. As usual She
attacked Freud, and praised the new book on
him that has recently been published.
(Freudian Fraud: the Malignant Effect of Freud's
Theory on American Thought and Culture,by E.
Fuller Torrey, M.D., an American research
psychiatrist. Torrey particularly highlights
how Freudian adepts abandon their critical
faculties and blindly follow whatever Freud
said, as though it has become their religion.
Published by HarperCollins.) Shri Mataji
pointed out that Christians are now following
and practically worshipping Freud, who is
antithrist! (Case in poinh all new Protestant
pastors in this part of Switzerland are being

trained in Freudian psychoanalysis. We heard
this from a Protestlni clergyman known to
one of our Sahaja Yoginis.) Shri Mataji
attacked the "anti-sect" organization, the
A.D.F.I., as being fanatical and dominated by
the Catholic Church.

The programme ended with more bhajans as
Shri Mataji received newcomers on the stage.
The vibrations seemed less heavy than in
previous years in Geneva. Thanks to our
Divine Mother this country is making
progress!

Shri Mataji left Switzerland by car for Cabella
Tuesday afternoon, after a busy morning
meeting some local Sahaja Yogis. Across the
Lake of Geneva the complete range of the
Alps was visible in all its majesty, to give our
Mother a beautiful send-off. (This was quite
miraculous, the only time the mountains have
been so visible in such heat; normally a view
like this is only possible in the cold, still air of
winter.)

The first follow-up programme on Tuesday
brought 25 to 30 new people back to the
University, all very pleasant and sensitive.
One couple had made the return trip from
Fribourg (90 minutes each way), as they had
also done on Monday for Shri Mataji's
programme, and they're coming again tonight
and tomorrow. So we said to them, "Find us
a hall there, and we'll do a programme, next
week or the week after...."

Phil Ward, Switzerland

Divine Cool Breeze Subscriptions and Back lssues
a This is a reminder to all current or
prospective subscribers to The Divine Cool
Breeze that subscriptions begin when payment
is received. If a renewal deadline is missed
and payment is received late, it is possible
that an issue will be missed. In such a case,

the missed issue can be purchased as a back
issue. If you know you're late renewing,
enclose an extra $4 for each back issue.
t Additionally, rnany thanks to the Sahaia
Yogis from all over the world who are
sending in sponsorships.
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SEPTEMBER

i - .

Tu-Su
Mo
Tu-We
Th
Fr
Sa-Su
Mo
Tu-We
Th
Fr-Su
Mo-Th
Fr-Su
Tu-We

OCTOBER
Th
Fr
Sa-Mo

...Tu
We
Th-Su
Mo-Tu
We
Th-Sa
Su-Mo
Tu
Th-Su
Mo-We
Th

1-6
7
8-9
10
11
L2-1,3
14
15-16
1,7
18-20
21-24
25-27
29-30

1
2
3-5
5
7
8-11
1,2-13
14
15-17
18-19
2A
22-25
26-28
29

NOVEMBER
Sa-Su 1,1-15
Mo-Tu 15-17
Th-Fr 19-20
Sa 21,
We-Mo 25-30

DECEMBER
Tu-Tu 1-15

We-Fr
Mo-Tu
We-Th

15-18
21-29
30-31

England
To New York
New York, Public Programs
Cincinnati, Public Program
Toronto, Public Program
Vancouver National Puja, Public Program
Seattle, Public Program
Los Angeles, Public Program on Wednesday
To New York
New York, National Puja
London, to Milan evening of 24th
Navaratri Puja, Cabella, organised by Swiss
Barcelona, Public Program on 30th

Barcelona Puja
Madrid Public Program
Bogota, Colombia, Puja on 4th
Medellin Public Program
Bogota Public Program
Buenos Aifes, Brazil, Puja on 9th, Public Program on 10th
Salvador, Brazrl, Public Program on 13th
Brasilia Public Program
Rio "de Janeiro, Public Program on 15th, Puja on 15th
Travel to Milian, arrive on 19th
To Turkey, evening
Antalya-Kekova, Diwali P$a23-25, organised by French
Istanbul, Public Programs at Hilton 27th, university 28th
To Cabella

Greece, Athens Public Program on 15th
Berlin, Public Program on 17th
Frankfurt
To India
India Tour begins with Public Programs in Delhi

India Tour: Haryana, Hardwar, Rishikesh, Delhi, Jaipur,
Ahmedabad
Bombay
Ganapatipule
Kalwe

MR & HRS MORRISSEY
7940 MONTCALM
VANCOUVER BC
CANADA VsP 4P3
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